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Abstract: Clustering analysis technique is the statistical data analysis involves for identifying relevant feature. Feature selection
identify a subset of features which to produces the result same as the target features. The novel Swift Clustering based algorithm
removes both irrelevant and redundant features. The feature subset selection algorithm is to takes minimum time to find most
useful features but provide quality one. Swift Clustering Based Feature Subset Selection(CBFS) algorithm has two Graphtheoretic methods are Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) and Tree Partitioning contained features are divided into clusters using
the Spanning Tree Construction process and then the Cluster representatives are selected to form the effective feature set. The
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) eliminates redundancy using kruskal’s algorithm. Instead of T-Relevance, the proposed works
finds the supervised similarity between the attributes also takes into account the unsupervised similarity between two attributes.
Finally in Tree Partitioning the features are divided into clusters according to the representatives used to get minimized amount
of related features. SWIFT Clustering algorithm works more efficient compared with FAST Clustering based feature selection
algorithms produced most representative feature as a result have best agreement with human performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The attributes in most real world data are redundant and simply irrelevant to the purposes of discovering interesting patterns.
Feature selection selects relevant features in the dataset prior to performing data mining important for accuracy of further analysis as
well as for performance. Because the redundant and irrelevant attributes could mislead the analysis, including all of the attributes in
the data mining procedures not only increases the complexity of the analysis, but also degrades the accuracy of the result [8].
For instance, clustering techniques [10], which partition entities into groups with a maximum level of homogeneity within a cluster,
may produce inaccurate results. In particular, because the clusters might not be strong when the population is spread over the
irrelevant dimensions, the clustering techniques may produce results with data in a higher dimensional space including irrelevant
attributes. Feature selection process improves the performance of data mining techniques by reducing dimensions so that data
mining procedures process data with a reduced number of attributes. Feature selection and reduction aim at choosing a small subset of attributes that is sufficient to describe the data set identify and removes as much as possible irrelevant and redundant
information [8].
The intrinsic dimensionality of data is the minimum number of parameters needed to account the observed properties of the data.
For many learning algorithms, machine learning the training and/or the classification time increases directly with the number of
features. Sophisticated attribute selection methods have been developed to tackle three problems: reduce classifier cost and
complexity, improves model accuracy (attribute selection), and also improves the visualization and comprehensibility of induced
concepts. Feature selection serves two main purposes. First purpose is makes training and applying a classifier more efficient by
decreasing the size of the effective vocabulary. Second purpose of feature selection is increases classification accuracy by
eliminating noise features [9].
The Clustering analysis technique involves for the statistical data analysis. Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such
a way that objects in the same group are more similar to each other to those in other groups. There are two categories in clustering
analysis they are distance and conceptual based clustering [10]. Using the Minimum Spanning Tree and the Tree Partitioning
performing both Distance and Conceptual based Clustering. Based on the MST method propose swift clustering based feature
Selection algorithm (CBFS). MST is constructed for the features received then using hierarchal clustering technique with similarity
measure. The representative features are taken from each cluster so that the getting target made easy, thereby reducing the feature
set and reducing the computational time to build the predictive model [4].
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classes differ from statistical independence. This is the needed nonlinear estimation of correlation between feature values and
target classes. The Symmetric Value (SV) is derived from mutual information by normalizing it to the entropies of feature values
or feature values and target classes, and has been used to evaluate the goodness of features for classification.
To calculate the Standard deviation formula is shown below used find the neighbourhood distance among attributes contain
various feature sets
1/
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Fig 1. Shows the separation of attributes based on class label [7]. After making the separation to calculate Information Gain
formula is defined as follows
(X|Y) =H(Z)-H(X|Y)
=H(Z)-H(Y|X)
To calculate gain, we need to find the entropy and conditional entropy values. The equations for that are given below
− ∑ ∈ p(x) log p(x)
(3)
− ∑ ∈ p(y) ∑ ∈ p(x|y) log p(x|y) (4)
Where p(x) is the probability density function and p(x|y) is th conditional probability density function[13].
B. T-Relevance Computation
The relevance between the feature RFi € F and the target concept TC is referred to as the T-Relevance of RFi and TC, and
denoted by SV(RFi,TC). If SV(RFi,TC) is greater than a threshold , then it is said that RFi is a strong T-Relevance feature. After
finding the relevance value, the redundant attributes will be removed with respect to the threshold value.
SU(X, Y) =

×
( )

( | )
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C. F-Correlation Computation
The correlation between any pair of features PFi and PFj (PFi,PFj € F ^ i ≠ j) is called the F-Correlation of PFi and PFj, denoted
by SV(PFi, PFj). The equation Symmetric Value which is used for finding the relevance between the attribute and the class is
again applied to find the similarity between two attributes with respect to each label.
To calculate F- Correlation, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient technique is used formula shown below,

((X − M ) (Y − M ))/

(SS ) SS

In Fig. 2 Datasets get loaded to find T-Relevance value it removes the irrelevant feature. The MST and Tree Partitioning are used
to remove redundant feature. Then finally from clustering get a target concept.
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Fig. 2 Shows the simplified architecture of the Swift CBFS
D. MST Construction
By using the F-Correlation value computed above, the Minimum Spanning Tree is constructed. Kruskal’s algorithm is used for
constructing Minimum Spanning Tree effectively. Kruskal's algorithm is a greedy algorithm in graph theory that finds a
Minimum Spanning Tree for a connected weighted graph. This means it finds a subset of the edges that forms a tree that includes
every vertex, where total weight of all the edges in the tree is minimized. If the graph is not connected, then it finds a minimum
spanning forest.
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Fig. 3 Example of MST Construction and Cluster Formation
In Fig. 3 Three clusters are formed among the features. After forming the Minimum Spanning Tree from the source (S) to
destination (D) the unnecessary edges get removed using kruskal’s algorithm [3] by visiting minimum weighted edges. Then the
cluster C1, C2, C3 gets formed with the minimum amount of required feature.
E. Cluster Formation
After building the MST, the edges whose weights are smaller than both of the T-Relevance SV(RFi`, TC) and SV(RFj`, TC) are
removed from the MST. After removing all the unnecessary edges, a cluster is obtained. Each tree Tj € cluster represents a
grouping of related feature that is denoted as VS(Tj), which is the vertex set of Tj as well. The features in each cluster are
redundant, so for each cluster VS(Tj) we choose a representative feature RFj RP whose T-Relevance SV(RFj RP,TC) is the
greatest.
F. Results and Analysis
The dataset is given as the input it should be in .csv format. During the process attribute values are separated using ‘,’ symbol.
Once probabilities are found, reduction would be done based on the threshold value. Then selected features are outputted in .arff
format.
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Fig. 4 The Pie Chat shows effective and non effective attributes rate during Feature Selection
The techniques like T- Relevance and F-Correlation values used to form a tree using Minimum Spanning Tree by that
unnecessary edge gets removed. Edges removal made because of MST not forms looping and visit nodes where are all having
minimum edges first.
In Fig. 4 Pie Chart shows the selection of attributes that related to the target concept as a reduced amount from the whole
datasets [14], [18]. The dataset contain data may be in a high dimension it is not a problem for a Swift Clustering
algorithm. It can easily separate the effective attribute within a minimum amount of time by exploring correlation of the
feature from the high dimensional data.
III.
CONCLUSIONS
The A novel Feature selection algorithm using Swift Clustering Based Feature Selection is consists of two steps. In first
step, the high dimensional data taken, and then the entropy and conditional entropy measures are applied on its features to
find the T-Relevance correlation in order to remove the irrelevant features. The selected relevant features by first step are
given into the second step. In second step, the Minimum Spanning Tree is constructed for the features using hierarchal
clustering technique with similarity measure and various clusters are formed upon this features based on their similarity.
The representative features are taken from each cluster so that the redundant features are eliminated, thereby reducing the
feature set to improve the classification accuracy and reducing the computational time to build predictive model. The
performance of the Swift CBFS was evaluated and compared with the performance of the FAST feature selection
methods. It is observed that, the performance of the Swift CBFS is much better than other feature selection methods. The
application of CBFS algorithm can be extended to the pattern recognition also. Experiment can conduct with other well
known classifiers.
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